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Background
•

Openness to New Experience (e.g., ideas, methods, changing nature of work)

6th Purdue Symposium on Psychological Sciences on Big Data for Psychological
Sciences (May 17–19, 2018)
 An edited volume for APA Books (Woo, Tay, & Proctor): “Big Data in Psychological
Research” (forthcoming – 2020)
•

Goals
Review contemporary uses of the “big data” concept
• Big data phenomenon
•

Big data applications

•

Big data method

•

Big data science



Show that “big data” is a topic worthy of scientific endeavors



Identify key areas of opportunities and challenges for future big data research method in
psychology (and related fields)

Big data as a phenomenon
•

Mid-1990’s
•

John Mashey at Silicon Graphics

Lohr (2013)

Big data as a phenomenon
•

Early 2000’s

Doug Laney (3 V’s: Volume, Variety, Velocity)
• Another V: Veracity (let’s come back to this later)
•
•
•

More V-words added later on: value, variability, exhaustivity, versatility, volatility, vitality, virtuosity, visionary
… virility… valueless, vampire-like, venomous, vulgar…. (Uprichard, 2013)
And then P-words… portentous, perverse, personal, productive, …. provocative… playful (Lupton, 2015)

• Kitchin’s (2013) 7 ontological traits of big data
• Volume, Velocity, Variety, Exhaustivity, Resolution & Indexicality, Relationality, Extensionality &
Scalability
• Do these traits apply to all types of big data (e.g., mobile phone data, web searches, social
media, digital CCTV, supermarket scanner and sales, credit card, flight movement, credit card,
stock market trades, house price register)? Not really.
• Where are we now?

Big data as a phenomenon

Big data as a phenomenon

“A Practical Guide to Big Data Research in Psychology” by Eric Evan Chen and Sean P. Wojcik “Comparing Vector-Based and Bayesian Memory Models Using Large-Scale Datasets: UserGenerated Hashtag and Tag Prediction on Twitter and Stack Overflow” by Clayton Stanley
and Michael D. Byrne
“A Primer on Theory-Driven Web Scraping: Automatic Extraction of Big Data from the
Internet for Use in Psychological Research” by Richard N. Landers, Robert C. Brusso, Katelyn J.
“Theory-Guided Exploration with Structural Equation Model Forests” by Andreas M.
Cavanaugh, and Andrew B. Collmus
Brandmaier, John J. Prindle, John J. McArdle, and Ulman Lindenberger
“Mining Big Data to Extract Patterns and Predict Real-Life Outcomes” by Michal Kosinski,
“Statistical Learning Theory for High Dimensional Prediction: Application to Criterion-Keyed
Yilun Wang, Himabindu Lakkaraju, and Jure Leskovec
Scale Development” by Benjamin P. Chapman, Alexander Weiss, and Paul Duberstein
“Gaining Insights from Social Media Language: Methodologies and Challenges” by Margaret
"Finding Structure in Data Using Multivariate Tree Boosting” by Patrick J. Miller, Gitta H.
L. Kern, Gregory Park, Johannes C. Eichstaedt, H. Andrew Schwartz, Maarten Sap, Laura K.
Lubke, Daniel B. McArtor, and C. S. Bergeman
Smith, and Lyle H. Ungar
“Tweeting Negative Emotion: An Investigation of Twitter Data in the Aftermath of Violence "Partial Least Squares Correspondence Analysis: A Framework to Simultaneously Analyze
Behavioral and Genetic Data” by Darek Beaton, Joseph Dunlop, and Hervé Abdi
on College Campuses” by Nickolas M. Jones, Sean P. Wojcik, Josiah Sweeting, and Roxane
Cohen Silver

Big Data in Psychological Research

Woo, Tay, & Proctor, forthcoming (hopefully by Summer 2020)
Table of Content

Part 3: Applications

Part 1: Background and Overview

9. Big Data in the Science of Learning (Sidney K. D’Mello)
10. Big Data in Social Psychology (Ivan Hernandez)
11. Big Data in Healthcare Delivery (Mohammad Adibuzzaman & Paul Griffin)
12. The Continued Importance of Theory: Lessons from Big Data Approaches to Language
and Cognition (Brendan T. Johns, Randall K. Jamieson, & Michael N. Jones)
13. Big Data in Developmental Psychology (Kevin J. Grimm, Gabriela Stegmann, Ross
Jacobucci, & Sarfaraz Serang)
14. Big Data in the Workplace and Talent Analytics (Q. Chelsea Song, Mengqiao (MQ) Liu,
Chen Tang, & Laura Long)

1. Big Data Science: A Philosophy of Science Perspective (Brian Haig)
2. Big Data: Challenges and Opportunities for Causal Inferences in the Experimental
Tradition (Robert Proctor & Aiping Xiong)
3. Big Data for Enhancing Measurement Quality (Sang Eun Woo, Louis Tay, Andrew T.
Jebb, Michael T. Ford, & Margaret L. Kern)

Part 2: Innovations in Large-Scale Data Collection and Analysis
Techniques
4. Internet Search and Page View Behavior Scores: Validity and Usefulness as Indicators of
Psychological States (Michael Ford)
5. Observing Human Behavior through Worldwide Network Cameras (Sara Aghajanzadeh,
Yifan Li, Andrew Jebb, Yung-Hsiang Lu, & George K. Thiruvathukal)
6. Wearable Cameras, Machine Vision, and Big Data Analytics: Insights into People and
the Places they go (Andrew B. Blake, Daniel I. Lee, Roberto De La Rosa, & Ryne A.
Sherman)
7. Human-Guided Visual Analytics for Big Data (Morteza Karimzadeh, Jieqiong Zhao,
Guizhen Wang, Luke S. Snyder, & David S. Ebert)
8. Text Mining: A Field of Opportunities (Padmini Srinivasan)

Part 4: Recommendations for Responsible and Rigorous Use of Big Data
15. The Belmont Report in the Age of Big Data: Ethics at the Intersection of Psychological
Science and Data Science (Alexandra Paxton)
16. Promoting Robust and Reliable Big Data Research in Psychology (Joshua A. Strauss
and James A. Grand)
17. Privacy and Cybersecurity Challenges, Opportunities, and Recommendations:
Personnel Selection in an Era of Online Application Systems and Big Data (Talya N. Bauer,
Donald M. Truxillo, Mark P. Jones, Grant Brady)
18. Privacy Enhancing Techniques for Security (Elisa Bertino)

Concluding Remarks
19. Future Research Agenda for Big Data Research in Psychology (Frederick Oswald)

Big data as applications (people/talent analytics)
Promising directions
•

Team assessment and training/intervention using wearable sensors

•

Job analysis using natural language processing

•

Data visualization  Human-guided visual analytics

Exciting but tricky directions
•

Targeted recruitment using online job seeker data

•

Automatic (algorithm-based) scoring of selection interviews

•

Electronic performance monitoring

•

Pulse surveys to track employee well-being and health outcomes

•

Turnover management and intervention using attrition modeling

Practical & ethical
concerns:
• Privacy
• Fairness/biases

Bauer et al. (2020); Guzzo et al. (2015); Tonidandel, King, & Cortina (2016), Song et al. (2020)

Big data methods (for psychology)
•

“big data” for psychological research [...] broadly refers to multiplying multiform data (e.g.,
structured, unstructured) and its supporting technological infrastructure (i.e., capture,
storage, processing) and analytic techniques that can enhance psychological research.
(Woo, Tay, & Proctor, 2020)

•

Data types (sources): Mobile communication, websites, social media/crowdsourcing,

•

Technological infrastructure: Cloud-based technology, etc.
Analytical approaches: Machine learning algorithms, visual analytics, etc.

•

sensors, network cameras, etc.

Requires careful interdisciplinary collaborations

Big data methods (for psychology)
Adjerid & Kelley (2018). “Big data in psychology: A framework for research
advancement.” American Psychologist
•

sample size (n), variables (v), time (t)
N, v, T (traditional research expanded)
• n, V, T (small sample big data research)
• N, V, t (small snapshot big data research)
• N, V, T (idealized big data research)
•

Big data methods
•

Two big issues

1.

Concerns and uncertainties about scientific value (where is theory?)

2.

Measurement validity (what are we really measuring?)

“This is a world where massive amounts of data and applied
mathematics replace every other tool that might be brought to
bear. Out with every theory of human behavior, from
linguistics to sociology. Forget taxonomy, ontology, and
psychology. Who knows why people do what they do? The
point is they do it, and we can track and measure it with
unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the numbers speak
for themselves.”
Chris Anderson, Editor-in-Chief of Wired (2008)

“Quantity of data does not mean that one can ignore
foundational issues of measurement and construct
validity and reliability and dependencies among data.
The core challenge is that most big data that have
received popular attention are not the output of
instruments designed to produce valid and reliable
data amenable for scientific analysis.”
David Lazer and colleagues, Science (2014)

Is big data atheoretical?
•

Some big data applications may be deemed atheoretical, if they are not informed
by prior theory and/or do not lead to a theoretical explanation for the
phenomenon….. “dustbowl empiricism”

•

But, big data as a research method is always (intentionally) theoretical!
Informed, guided, or driven by theory – a lot of flexibility here
• Used for subsequent theoretical advancement – this should always happen
•

Theory-informed vs. theory-informing big
data research
•

Data Collection: theory informs, guides, or determines what types of data to collect

•

Data Processing: theoretical insights and interests are often incorporated into
wrangling, munging, tidying, transforming & mapping, and visualizing data

Analysis and interpretation:
Two cultures in statistics: data modeling vs. algorithmic modeling (Breiman, 2001)

•

•

The former focuses on theory-based model/parameter specification and evaluation (traditional
inferential statistics within psych); the latter focuses on maximizing prediction accuracy via crossvalidation of algorithms (originated from computer science – ML and data mining)

 “modern algorithmic methods can be used alongside traditional data modeling approaches in
a reciprocally informative manner” (Putka & Oswald 2016)
How exactly does this work?

Three methods of science
Deductive (Theory-Driven) Research
Deduction: Reaching a logical conclusion based on true premises
Start with a theory  develop testable hypotheses  data to disprove or support the
theory (cannot ever “verify” the truth)
Inductive (Data-Driven) Research
Induction: Generalizing results beyond the observations at hand
Finding patterns in data from one sample  replicated in other data/samples 
phenomenon detection
Abductive (Explanatory) Research
Abduction: Finding a feasible (or best) explanation for a phenomenon
Phenomenon detection  theory construction (generation – development – appraisal)

Haig (2020), Woo, O’Boyle, & Spector (2017)

Deductive research using big data
•

Data Collection: theory should determine what types of data to collect to test a set of
specific hypotheses

•

Data Processing: the goal should be to derive theoretically meaningful variables for
further analysis. This goal determines choices of wrangling, munging, tidying,
transforming & mapping, and visualizing data

•

Analysis and interpretation: use traditional inferential statistics to analyze the data,
and interpret accordingly; when using algorithmic approach, evaluate the findings
against the a priori hypotheses derived from theory

Highly restrictive in the way data are collected and used; the main focus is on testing
existing theory, not on constructing a new one

Inductive research using big data
•

Data Collection: theory can inform what types of data to collect, but try to keep it loose
and seek variety

•

Data Processing: try out different methods of wrangling, munging, tidying,
transforming & mapping, and visualizing data

•

Analysis and interpretation: use algorithmic modeling approach to analyze the data
and cross-validate the results – try different analytical methods to see if findings are
replicated across methods

The main focus is on phenomenon detection, not on coming up with an explanation
(i.e., theory)
McAbee, Landis, & Burke (2017); Woo, O’Boyle, & Spector (2017)

Abductive research using big data
Data Collection

Theory Construction

The abductive sequence:
phenomenon detection 
explanation (i.e., theory)

Phenomenon
Detection

Data Processing

Data Analysis
(Cross-validation &
Replication)

Effectuation vs. Causation
Terminologies borrowed from the entrepreneurship literature…
•

Effectuation: “Start with your means” “bird-in-hand” principle

•

Causation: starting with a clear purpose, goals, or ends in mind

An Illustrative Example: Employee Turnover
Forthcoming IOP articles on attrition modeling
•

Theories of turnover should inform practitioner’s decisions in attrition modeling
(Speer et al., in press)
•

•

Science-Practitioner model (“praxis”) for SIOP

Big data method such as attrition modeling can help better understand turnoverrelated phenomena (Woo, in press)
•

Big data application  big data research

What might big data turnover research look like?
•

Example 1: Profiles of Leavers and Stayers (Woo & Allen, 2014)
Inductively derived four latent profiles of leavers and stayers
• Two ‘decent-sized’ samples (Ns= 582 and 536)
•

•

Example 2: Resignation Styles (Klotz & Bolino, 2016)
•

•

Seven resignation styles identified through grounded theory approach (qualitative)

Example 3: Pre-quitting Behaviors (Gardner, Van Iddekinge, & Hom, 2018)
•

Introduced an initial set of observable behaviors shown by soon-to-be leavers

Incorporate bigger n, v, and t for further establishing the phenomenon
and/or refining the new theory
Woo (in press)

Current gaps in turnover research that attrition
modeling could address
•

Gap 1: Contextualizing existing theories

•

Gap 2: Internal job transfer and relocation

•

Gap 3: Clarifying the interconnection of withdrawal behaviors

Woo (in press)

Big data and psychological measurement
•

One of the lesser-known V’s of big data…. Veracity (or “validity”)

What are we measuring with big data? (Woo et al., 2020)
Affective &
Attitudinal States

Personality Traits

Interpersonal
Relationships

Social media

√

√

√

Wearable sensors

√

Internet activities

√

Public network camera

√

Smartphones

√

√
√
√

√

Top-down (theory-driven) evaluations of measurement validity are not readily available in the
literature (with the exception of social media)… why?

Problems with top-down measurement validity claims
•

You must assume (1) existence of the construct, and (2) a direct causal link between the
construct and the responses/indicators (Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & Heerden, 2004)

•

Big data research usually relies on machine-learning algorithms (data-driven analytic
techniques) to maximize the prediction accuracy for another established measure as
“ground truth”
Personality

Self-Report
Personality
Measure

ML algorithms for
predicting selfreport personality

Algorithmbased
personality
scores

Social Media Behaviors
(“digital footprints”)
Woo, Tay, Hickman, & Saef, under review

Big data and psychological measurement
•

An abductive approach to evaluating big-data measurement validity:



Establish predictive accuracy without a strong validity claim or immediate application



Search for theoretical explanation (focusing on response processes)



Delineate the direct causal effects of known psychological constructs (e.g., personality)
vs. their indirect effects via related constructs (e.g., interests, attitudes, goals) vs.
contextual factors…

•

What does a bottom-up measurement validation process look like?

•

Also consider the distinction between intentional vs. incidental measurements (Oswald,
2020)

Big data science (data-intensive science)
•

Rob Kitchin (2014) “Big Data, new epistemologies and paradigm shifts”

Big data science (data-intensive science)
• Paradigm shift or paradigm expansion?
•

Brian Haig’s (2020) chapter: “Big data science: A philosophy of science
perspective”

Abductive theory of scientific method
• Challenges the conventional notion of “theory” and “causation” within psychology.
Worth a read!
•

Concluding thoughts
•

Validity of algorithm-based measurement: Need more scholarly attention as well
as practical guidelines

•

The data revolution is changing (or at least diversifying) the way we think about
science, theory, and causation. One major source of disagreement on the scientific
value of big data may be due to the differences in the conceptualizations of theory
and causation.

•

Big data can move our field toward:

a more diversified, multi-mode paradigm of scientific inquiry
• Triangulation via multiple methods
• Continual cycle of inductive-abductive-deductive reasoning (or “abductive method
of science” as a whole)
•

THANK YOU!
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